General Sessions
____ GS1 Just Say Yes! – David Rupert & Opening Doors – Louise Looney
____ GS2 Second Act: Storytelling that Inspires Change – D.J. Williams
____ GS3 Strategic & Tactical Prayer – Charles Patrioff
____ GS4 God, Grant Me Patience – John Perrodi
____ GS5 Put on the Armor & Write His Answer - Marlene Bagnull
____ GS6 Write His Answer Joyfully – Tracie Peterson
____ GS7 Undaunted - Tim Shoemaker

Continuing Sessions
The Chase (for novelists & screenwriters) – D.J. Williams
____ C1A C1B C1C C1D C1E
You Can Indie Publish & Market Your Book – Sarah Bolme
____ C2A C2B C2C C2D C2E
Writing Powerful Narrative Nonfiction – Sherri Langton
____ C3A C3B C3C C3D C3E
The Courage to Write – Judy Couchman
____ C4A C4B C4C C4D C4E
Develop & Market Your Nonfiction Book – Mike Loomis
____ C5A C5B C5C C5D C5E
Reaching Women thru Writing & More – Linda Shepherd
____ C6A N/A C6B C6C C6D C6E
Writing that Changes Lives – Bill Watkins
____ C7A C7B C7C C7D C7E
Market Your Message without Selling Your Soul - Eryn Lynum
____ C8A C8B C8C C8D C8E

Early Bird Workshops
____ E1A Jumpstart Your Publishing Dreams – W. Terry Whalin
____ E1B Jumpstart Your Publishing Dreams – W. Terry Whalin
____ E1C Jumpstart Your Publishing Dreams – W. Terry Whalin
____ E2A Scrivener from 0-60 – Debbie Maxwell Allen
____ E2B Scrivener from 0-60 – Debbie Maxwell Allen
____ E2C Scrivener from 0-60 – Debbie Maxwell Allen
____ E3A Advanced Fiction Writing Workshop – Kimberly Woodhouse
____ E3B Advanced Fiction Writing Workshop – Kimberly Woodhouse
____ E3C Advanced Fiction Writing Workshop – Kimberly Woodhouse
____ E4 Master Your Memoir – Marti Pieper
____ E5 Step It Up! – Judy Couchman
____ E6 The “Polish” Draft, Sell Your Book Before You Submit – Cyle Young
____ E7 Get the Book Inside You to Come Out – Debbie Hardy
N/A  E8 The Care & Feeding of Editors – Chris Richards
____ E9 Overview of the Hero’s Journey – Darcie Gudger
N/A  E10 Praying Over Your Writing Ministry – Linda Evans Shepherd

N/A  E11 Preparing for Your Appointments – Tim Shoemaker
____ E12 Basic Blogging to Book Deal – Stephanie Alton
____ E13 Shouting in a Windstorm – Cyle Young
N/A  E14 How to Shape Your Story for the Screen – Dianne E. Butts
____ E15 Talking About Speaking – Lori Wildenberg
____ E16A Transforming Nonfiction for Ears that Will Hear – Craig Bubeck
____ E16B Transforming Nonfiction for Ears that Will Hear – Craig Bubeck

Panels
____ P1 Writers Helps Panel
____ P2 Agents Panel
____ P3 Editors Panel – Friday 5/19
____ P4 Indie Panel
____ P5 Editors Panel – Saturday 5/20

Teens Write
____ 5 CDs for $25 that include:
Writing Fundamentals crash course
Character Archetypes
Plot Outlining - Campbell/Vogler & Hauge method
Goal, Motivation & Conflict
Setting
Character Flaws
What Makes a Manuscript Sell – Cyle Young

Workshops
____ 1A Yes, You Are a Writer – David Rupert
____ 1B Pump Up Your Writing – Debbie Maxwell Allen
____ 1C Reaching Boys through Fiction – Tim Shoemaker
____ 1D Write Bible Studies that Can Change the World – Gloria Penwell
____ 1E Proposals Publishers Love – Karen Neumair
____ 1F What’s a Platform, and Why Do I Need One? - Bill Jensen
____ 1G Magnify Your Message – Patti Shene
____ 1H The Writer’s Heart – Charlie Wolcott
____ 2B Targeting Your Reader – Janis Whipple
____ 2C Credible Characters – Darcie Gudger
____ 2D Narrative and Nonfiction – John & Meredith Sloan
____ 2E Alternatives to Traditional Publishing – W. Terry Whalin
____ 2F Create a Best-Seller Brand – Dick Bruso
____ 2G The Team Approach – Lori Wildenberg
____ 2H The Role of Agents in Publishing - Bill Jensen
____ 2I Start a Group Blog – Cyle Young
____ 3A The Healthy Writer – John Perrodi
____ 3B Writing Without Crutches – Tamara Clymer
____ 3C Using Your Past in Your Fiction – Charlie Wolcott
____ 3D Organizing and Outlining a Nonfiction Book – Janis Whipple
____ 3E The Right Publishing Path for You – Scotti Domeij
____ 3F Go Viral: Social Network Marketing – W. Terry Whalin
____ 3G I’m a Passionate Poet. Now What? Cathy Lawton
____ 4A Pursue His Purpose – Craig Bubeck
____ 4B Writing Fundamentals – Kimberly Woodhouse
____ 4C Dive into Deep POV – Tim Shoemaker
____ 4D Reading, Writing & Editing the Memoir – John & Meredith Sloan
____ 4E The Right Publishing Path for You – Scotti Domeij
____ 4F Building the Author Platform – Cyle Young
____ 4G As a Writer, Where Do You Want to Go? – Jeanie Cress
____ 4H The Healthy Writer – Charles Patrioff
____ 4I Spirituality & Writing – Craig Bubeck
____ 5A Doing Battle – Charles Patrioff
____ 5B Journaling Your Book – Chris Richards
Quantity: _____

1 – 2 $6.75 each
3 – 9 $6.25 each
10 – 24 $5.75 each
25 up $5.25 each

All 5 Teens Write CDs - $25

Sub-total $__________ Individual CDs above
Teens Write $__________ $25 for all five CDs
Tax $__________ PA residents - 6% sales tax
Shipping $__________ $3.00 first CD. Each addtl CD .25

TOTAL $__________

Paid by: ____Check or Money Order  
____ Credit card #

Visa / MC / Discover / American Express

Exp __________ V Code _________ Billing zip code _____________

Name _______________________________ Email _______________________________

Address _______________________________ Phone ______________________________

City _______________________________ State _________ Zip ____________________

Mail to:

CCWC
951 Anders Road
Lansdale, PA 19446

Questions? Email mbagnull@aol.com or call 484-991-8581

Thank you! God bless you and your writing ministry.